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My invention relates to display racks and has 
for its principal object to provide a rack for the 
effectual display of Small packages of merchan 
dise in Stores, and particularly in Stores of the 
Self-service type. 
At the present time, the trend in small pack 

ages, particularly in the case of food products, 
is toward Wrapping the articles with transparent 
WrapperS or placing them in transparent bagS, 
aS Cellophane, So that the contents may be seen 
and inspected by the purchaser. The packages 
luSUally are of Such Size as to retail for 5, 10 or 
15 cents each. Heretofore, such packages have 
been displayed by Stacking them on counters, 
in bins, or on shelves, but this is not entirely 
Satisfactory because much of the inherent ad 
Vantage of visibility is lost, which loss promotes 
excessive handling, which in turn causes crum 
bling of the products within the packages. This 
in turn results in unsightliness and an apparent 
Sta?eineSS of the products that offsets the sales 
advantage of the transparent Wrapping or bag. 

Special display racks of many kinds have been 
devised for displaying this class of merchan 
dise, but they have not been entirely satisfac 
tOry for many reasons among which are large 
Size, costliness, visibility on one side only, exces 
Sive weight, and other disadvantages. Having 
these disadvantages in mind and also the de 
Siirability of effecting a good display of the mer 
chandise from all angles of approach and to 
minimize the handling of the packages, I have 
invented my present display rack. 
The rack preferably is made in knock-down or 

collapsible form so that it occupies very little ; 
Space in Shipment. It is made from metal rods 
or wires welded together so that it is light in 
weight, yet strong and durable, and of low cost. 
Becallise of its open-work character, the mer 
Chandise is visible from all angles and the rack 
is of very large capacity for the floor space oc 
Cupied. It can be assembled easily and quickly 
without the use of tools cf any kind. Because of 
itS open character it cannot catch or hold dirt 
OP fragimentS of articles, and therefore is al 
Ways clean and sanitary. It is of pleasing de 
Sign and can be finished in any color or com 
bination of colors to harmonize with or in con 
tla,St; to other fixtures or store decorations. It 
is particularly advantageois ilin self-service stores 
Where Customers may pick up packages that at 
tract their attention while passing by. 

In the accompanying drawings I have illus 
trated three embodiments of my invention that 
are intended primarily for displaying bakery 
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products, as biscuit, crackers, cookies, Wafers, 
cakes and the like, that are packaged in trans 
parent Wrappings or bags. However, the racks 
shown are not limited to this use bUt may be 
used for many purposes, nor is the invention 
limited to the forms shown which are but illus 
trative thereof. ---- 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the side frames 
and spacer-bars of one form of rack, with the 
parts Separated but occupying the Same relative 
positions that they do in the aSSembled rack. 

Fig. 2 shows the parts of Fig. 1 assembled ready 
to receive the Shelves and back-restS. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective View of a shelf or back 
rest the two being of identical construction. 

Fig. 4 shows the complete rack, 
Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view, taken 

Substantially on the line 5-5, showing how the 
Shelves and back-restS interlock With the frames. 

Figs. 6 and 7 are detail views of a modified 
form, in which the i U-shaped loops or tongues, 
that co-operate with the spacer-bars, are formed 
in the plane of the Side frames. 

Fig. 8 is a further modification in Which the 
back-rests form part of a back frame which is 
hinged to the rear UprightS of the Side frames 
and the ShelveS are hinged to the back frame. 

Fig. 9 is a detail view of the hinged connec 
tions of Fig. 8. 

Fig. 10 shows a Smaller size rack, of slightly 
modified form, designed for counter or table dis 
play. 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged detail view of a part 
of Fig. 10. º 

I have illustrated a preferred form of my in 
Vention in FigS. 1 to 5. AS ShoWn in Fig. 1, the 
display rack consists of two side frames f and 2 
which are identical except that they are com 
plementary or rights and lefts. Each Side frame 
is formed from heavy wires or rods Welded to 
gether to form an integral member. 
A Single piece rod is used to form the outline 

or main part of the frame and is bent to form 
a rear upright 3, a forwardly and downWardly 
eXtending top bar i, a front upright 5 and a base 
6. The base preferably is bent upward at 7 so 
that it has a two-point Support On the floor at 
8, 9. The part of the rod forming the base ex 
tends beyond the upright 3 and is then bent up 
ward and forward and welded to the upright 3 
as shown at i 9. The lower end of the upright 3 
also is welded to the base between the two points 
of Support 8, 9, and preferably at the raised 
point . 
A number of cross-bars 1 , 2 and i3, corre 



2 
Sponding to the number of shelves to be provided 
in the ?track, are welded at the opposite ends to 
the uprights 3 and 5. A retaining bar 4, 5, 6 
likewise is welded to the two uprights a short dis 
tance above the cross-bars or shelf Supports , 
2, 3. 
Each cross-bar has formed integrally with it 

or welded to it a U-shaped tongue 7, 8, 9, 
these tongues on the two shelves facing inwardly 
Or tOWard each other when the rack is assembled. 
A Similar U-shaped tongue 29 is welded to 

the front upright adjacent to the lower cross 
bar ! l. While I have shown this tongue 2 as 
a separate piece it may be formed by continuing 
the cross-bar i ? and bending it so as to form 
the U. A similar U-shaped tongue or loop 2 í 
is welded to the base-bar adjacent the point 
where it is welded to the lower end of the rear 
upright 3. 
A number of sheet metal spacer-bars 22, 2:3, 

24, 25, 26 are provided to fit over the tongues 7 
to 2. These bars are shown as made from sheet 
metal with the edges rolled inwardly so as to pro 
Vide a Snug fit over the U-tongues, but they may 
be made from rods or wires similar to those shown 
in Figs. 6 and 7. 

Fig. 1 shows the side frames and spacer-bars ita 
the relative positions that they assume in the as 
Sembled frame. Each spacer-bar fits over two of 
the U-shaped tongues, one on each of the side 
frames. Fig. 2 shows the side frames and Spacer 
bars, the ends of which abut the rod or part of 
the frame to which the U-tongues are welded. 
These Spacer-bars prevent the side frames from 
being forced inwardly. 

It Will be noted that the lower ends of the up 
rights 3 and 5 are substantially vertical and then 
the uprights slant or bend toward the rear so that 
the upper end of the rear upright is almost ver 
tically above the rear end 9 of the base. The 
Cross-bars i 1, 2, 3 are substantially perpen 
dicular to the uprights 3 and 5 so that they slant 
downwardly toward the rear. The angle that the 
Cross-bars make with the horizontal is not the 
Same in all instances but will be varied with the 
character of the merchandise that is to be dis 
played and with the distance that the cross-bar, 
or the shelf supported on it, is above the floor or 
counter on which the rack may stand. Usually 
each retainer-bar il 4, 5, 6 will be parallel to its 
associated Cross-bar and serves to prevent ar 
ticles placed on the shelf from falling off the end 
of the rack. 
Wire shelves as shown in Fig. 3 are provided 

for supporting the merchandise on the rack. 
There is one shelf for each cross-bar ! , {2, 3, 
in this case three, but the rack may be made with 
any number of ShelVes. 
AS ShoWn in Fig. 3, these Shelves are made from 

rods and wires welded together so as to form an 
open shelf that will not retain duist, dirt and Small 
particles, yet will hold packages of articles that 
are to be displayed. Each shelf consists of front 
and rear rods 27, 23 to which the cross-wires 29 
are welded. The wires 29 preferably are welded 
to the underside of the bars 27, 28. The ends of 
the rods 27, 23 preferably are off-set downwardly 
at each end a distance Substantially equal to the 
thickness of the cross-wires 29 as shown at 3. 
Beyond the off-set, each bar is bent to form a 
hook, 3 f, adapted to engage over the Cricss-bar On 
which the shelf rests. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
point of the hook is bent in slightly at 32 SO that 
at this point the distance between the two hooks 
on each bar is very slightly less than the distance 
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between two opposite cross-bars as {2, 2, so that 
the shelves will be Snapped into place over the 
Cross-bars. As clearly shown in Figs. 4 and 5, 
When the shelves are in place on the cross-bars, 
the off-set ends of the front and rear rods rest 
On the CrOSS-bars and the cross-Wires 29 rest on 
the Co-operating Spacer-bar. 

In order to prevent the merchandise from slid 
ing rearWardly on the inclined Shelves, I provide 
back-rests which are duplicates of the shelves. 
These back-rests are put in place by “Snapping” 
the hooks 3 over the rear tipirights 3 as clearly 
shown in Fig. 4. 
While all of the shelves and back-rests may be 

identical, I may extend two or more of the cross 
Wires on the shelf, as shown at 33, 34, Fig. 4, to 
Support a name plate, trade mark or other device 
Or legend 35. in practice I haWe used the WordS 
“Self-Service” On this plate. 
The Spacer-bars 22 to 26 are all alike but the 

lower front spacer-bar 23 provides a panel that 
may carry the manufacturer’s name, the name of 
the product being Sold or other advertising mat 
ter. 
AS ShoWn in Fig. 4, I provide a Wire franine or 

rack 36 adapted to carry an advertisiing card or 
other display 3. This frame is made from a 
Single piece of heavy Wire or rod having hookS 38, 
3 at the two lower ends which engage under the 
loWer bar of the tOp back-rest and Which hai,Ve Off 
sets 9, 4 ! that are sprung over the top bar of 
the Same back-rest. The bar then extends above 
the back-rest and across its top is provided with 
two or more loops or clamps 4:2, 43 adapted to hold 
the advertising card 37. 

In Figs. 6 and 7, I have shown a Slightly nodi 
fied form of the side frames. It will be noted in 
Fig. 1 that the U-shaped tOngues extend laterally 
frOn the Side franeS. ThiS inCreaSeS the Width 
of the frames in dissembled form and requires a 
CartCn. Of CONG,Siderable latera dimen,SiOinS tO 
package the frame Whein it is knocked-down, ready 
for shipment. As shown in Fig. 6, the U-tongues 
lie in the plane of the Uprights 3, 5 so that when 
the rack is packed, ready for shipment it can be 
placed in a mUch Smaller carton. This affects a 
big Saving in package material and in Space neces 
Sary for Shipment or Storage. In Figs. 6 and 7 
Only one of the U-tOngles is Selected for illustra 
ticn and this is assumed to be the tongue cor 
responding to 7 in Fig. 1 and I have indicated 
it by ' and its cross-bar as i ’’. 
With the U-tOngues formed in the plane of the 

Side frames, a modification of the Spacer-bars is 
required. The Spacer-bars used With this form 
of tongue may be formed from two wires or rods 

4, 5 having upWardly bent ends ? 6, 47 to which 
the two eyes or loops 48, 49 are welded. These 
EyeS preferably are made Open. On One Side and fit, 
closely over the U-tongues ?". Only one end of 
the Spacer-bar is illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 but 
both ends are identical. 
AS ShoWn in Fig. 7, the shelves used in con 

nection, With this modified form of invention are 
identical with those shown in Fig. 3 and the cross 
Wires 28 and are Supported by the rods 44, 45. 
By leaving the eyes 438, 9 open on one side, 

the unsecured ends may be bent inwardly to clamp 
tightly against the tongues 7" in case they fit 
too loosely, or they may be sprung outwardly so 
aS to slide easily over the tongules 7 ' in case that 
is necessary in assembling the rack. 

In FigS. 10 and 11, I show a rack that is particu 
larly adapted for counter display. It consists 
of two Side frames, spacer-bars, shelves and back 
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rests similar to Fig. 4, but differs in Some details 
of construction. However, the differences in de 
tails of construction are not limited to the Small 
size of rack but the Same differences may be em 
bodied in the large rack of Fig. 4, and conversely 
the Structural features Of Fig. 4 may be embodied 
in the Small size counter display rack. 

Referring now to Fig. 10, each of the side frames 
has a rear upright 50 from the upper end of which 
there is a forwardly and downwardly extending 
top bar 5 í leading to the front upright 52, at the 
lower end of which there is a rearwardly eXtend 
ing base 53 which is bent upwardly near its center 
at 54 to provide feet 55, 56 that rest upon the 
counter or other Support. Beyond the foot 56 the 
rod is bent upward and forward and welded to 
the rear upright 50 at 57 similar to that shown 
in Fig. 1. The lower end of the rear upright 58 
is welded to the base at the raised point 54 or at 
any point between the feet 55, 56. Cross-bars 58, 
59 are welded to the uprights 50, 52 and above 
these are the retaining-bars 60, 6 , which Similarly 
are welded to the two uprightS. 
The lower cross-bar 58 may be bent where it 

is welded to the front upright 52 to form the 
U-shaped tongue 62, or this tongue may be a 
Separate piece welded to the Upright. 

Similarly, the croSS-bar 59 may be bent down 
ward and inward adjacent the rear upright 50 to 
form a U-shaped tongue 63 as shown in Fig. 11 
or the tongue 63 may be a Separate piece Welded 
to the upright 50. A spacer-bar 64 engages over 
the two tongues G2 and a similar bar 65 engages 
over the two tongues 63 to hold the two side 
frames in spaced relation. 
The ShelweS and back-rests are similar to that 

shown in Fig. 3 but differ somewhat in detail. 
Each Shelf has three longitudinal bars or rods 66, 
67, 68 to which the cross-wires 69 are welded. 
The oU ter ends of the longitudinal rods are bent 
p and then downward to form hooks 70, Fig. 11, 

which at the throat T i are Silightly less than the 
diameter of the cross-bars So that when the hooks 
are Snapped down over the bars 58, 59 they will 
restrain the Side frames against both inward and 
olu?ward movement as shown im FigS. 10 and 11. 
"The back-restS are made the Same aS the Shelve:S 
and the hooks 7 snap over the rear uprights 5. 

In assembling the rack as shown in Figs. I 10 
and 11, the two side frames are first assembled 5 
with the spacer-bars 64, 65 by inserting the 
tongues 62, 63 in the opposite ends of the respec 
tive bars. Next the shelves will be snapped over 
the side bars i 58, 59 and then the hooks of the 
back-rests are Snapped over the rear uprights 50. 5 
This locks the Side frannes Securely together and 
the l’ack can then be placed upon the Counter Or 
table and the Shelves filled with merchandise. 
The lower spacer-bar 64 may be used as an ad 
vertisement or may carry the name of the manu 
facturer of the rack or the products to be Soldi. 
As shown in Fig. 10, the spacer-bars 64, 65, 

whether made of Sheet metal or rods, are some 
what shorter than the width of the Irack So that 
their ends do not abut the Side frames. But in 
cases where the hookS 9 engage over or hold 
the cross-bars 53, 59, on one side only, like the 
hooks 30, the spacer-bars 64, 65 will be made long 
enough to bear against the side frames. 

In Figs. 8 and 9, I have illustrated another forim 
of my invention in which the side frames, the back 
and the shelves are hinged together in Such man 
ner that the entire frame may be folded fait for 
packaging and shipping. 
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back frame 73 and a number of shelves 74, all of 
the shelves being identical in construction. 
Each side frame is made from a rod which forms 

a rear upright 75 and a front upright 76 which 
are connected at the top by an inclined bar Til 
and at the ower end by a base 78 which is bent 
upward intermediate its ends at 79 to provide 
feet 80, 8 which rest upon the floor. The rod 
extends upward and forward from the foot 8 to 
a point 82 where it is welded to the rear upright. 
The rod may end at this point or it may be bent 
forward and Welded to the front upright at 83, 
the horizontal part of the rod between uprightS 
82, 83 forming a cross-bar 8å on the frame. A 
Similar Cross-bar 35 is welded to the front and 
rear uprights near the top and a lower cross-bar 
86 is welded to the two Uprights near the bottom 
and may extend rearwardly and be welded to the 
frame at 87. Retainer-bars 88, 89 and 90 i are 
welded to the front and rear uprights adjacent 
the Several CrOSS-barS. Y 
The back frame has vertical side bars 39 , 92 

which at their lower ends are welded to a hori 
zontal bar 93, the ends of which extend beyond 
the vertical barS and are bent to form eyes 94, 
95 around the lower ends of the rear uprights. 
The upper ends of the vertical bars are welded to 
a horizontal bar 96 the ends of which form eyes 
9T , 98 around the rear uprights at the top. An 
intermediate horizontal bar 99 is welded to the 
two vertical bars and has eyes ! 900, ! bent 
around the rear uprights. The bar 99 prefer 
ably is located at Such a point that the eyes f 09, 
! Will rest upon the top of the cross-bars 84. 

It will be noted that the rear uprights are 
Straight and that the Several eyes 94, 9, and 97 
Con the one side and 95, ! and 98 on the other 
Side provide hinged connections about which the 
two Side franne memberS may be turned So aS tO 
lie fiat against the back frame or turned out to 
stand at right angles theireto in assembled posi 
tion as shown in Fig. 8. The back franne may 
be stiffermed and strengthened by stiffening bars 
g?. - G. 4 which are Welded to the hOlli-. 

zontal rods 93, 99 and 3 where they cross. M 
All the Shelves are identical in construction 

and each c::SistS (of a frCint, þar Or, rod 25 and 
a rear bar # 8 to which the cross-wires || 37 are 
weldied. Títwo ir inore of the cross-wires, prefer 
ably one at each end and one in the center, are 
made of heavier wire and extend beyond the rear 
bar where each is bent to form an eye i 28 around 
Qe Qf the intermediate horizontal rods 99. This 
hinges each of the shelves to the back frame so 
that the shelves may be folded flat against the 
back frame or may extend forwardly as shown 
in Fig. 8. 
Each of the front shelf bars 35 extends bevond 

the end of the shelf where it is bent to form hooks 
09 which fit over the respective cross-bars 83, 

85. 86 to support the front of the shelves and to 
hold the side frames from collapsing. As best, 
shown in Fig. i 9 these hocks i 9 embrace the 
Cross-bars on both sides and prevent movement of 
the side frames in either direction. 
Some of the cross-wires on the shelves may be 

eXtended to Support a name plate ! 9, or d f sim 
ilar to the name plate 35 shown in Fig. 4. 
While I have shown the side frames in Figs. 4, 

8 and 10 as slightly different in construction, the 
Samie or Similar constructijon may be employed in 
forming the side frames in any of the modifica 
ticns illustrated, and none of them is limited to 
ally One form. Similarly, while I have shown the 

iS 

This rack comprises two side frames 7 , 72, a 75 shelves with the same inclination in Figs, 4 and 
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10, the cross-bars may be arranged So as to give 
a different Slant to the Shelves at different Cleva 
ions, depending upon the articles to be di S 
played. In Fig. 8, i have shown the lower Shelf 
as having a, greater inclination than the tWo 
upper shelves but this is only for purposes of il 
lustratiC:n and the Upper Shelve:S may haWe a 
greater inclination when it is found desirable to 
do so or all may be arranged to stand at the 
SaAlN ne i Slope. 
The back-restS shown in Fig. 8 consist Of par 

allel bars or rods i 2 Welded to the back frame 
above each of the shelves. But these back-restS 
may be detachable members similar to the shelve:S 
shown in Fig. 3, but this form of frame is more 
rigid when the back-rests aire formed integral 
With it. 

Having thus described and illustrated lhoW my 
invention may be embodied in display rackS, i 
claim all modifications and equivalents there0f 
hat may come within the Scope of niny claimS. 
What I claim iS: 
1. In a display rack, a pair of side frames each 

having front and rear upright bars and Spaced 
horizontal circa:SS-bars connecting the front and 
rear bars, a U-shaped tongue On each CrOSS-bar, 
horizontal Spacer-bars, each Spacer-bar at one 
eind having a sliding fit over one of the U-shaped 
ting?GS OF One Side fraine and at its other end 
having a Siding fit over the corresponding tOingue 
on the other Side framine, Whereby Said Spacer 
bars hold said side frames in spaced apart rela 

and shelves restiling on said CrOSS-bar, each 
having hooks at one end engaging over a 

:SS-bar on ole sidae framme and at the opposite 
eind having hooks engaging over the - COrre:SpOnd 
ing cross-bars on the other Side frame, whereby 
Said shelves lock said side frames against out 
Ward sepairation. 

2. In a display rack, a pair of Side framnes; 
each Side frame being made from a Single rod 
bent to form front and rear uprights, an inclined 
top bair connecting the tops of the uprightS, a 
base bar connecting the lo Wer einds Of the Up 
rights and eXtending rearWardly beyond the rear 
upright, the rearward eXtension of the base bar 
being one end of the said single rod and bent Up 
wardly and forwardly and welded to said rear up 
right, the lower end of the rear upright being the 
other end of the rod and Welded to Said base bar 
intermediate its ends; Ciro:SS-bars welded to Said 
front and rear UprightS, Shelves reSting On Said 
CrOSS-barS and having end hooks engaging over 
the respective croSS-bars and holding the frames 
against outward movement, and Spacer barS de 
tachably connected at opposite ends to the re 
Spective Side frames to hold them against in Ward 
mOYvement. 

3. In a display rack, a pair of Side frames, each 
made from a rod bent to form froint and rear up 
rights, an inclined top bar connecting the tops 
of the uprights, a base bar connecting the lower 
ends of the uprights and extending rearwardly 
beyond the rear upright, the extension of the 
base being bent upwardly and forwardly and 
Welded to Said rear Upright, the lower end of the 
rear upright being Welded to Said base bar inter 
nimediate its ends, croSS-bars Welded to said front 
and rear uprights, U-shaped tongues on each Side 
frame, horizontal Spacer-bars, one end of each 
Spacer bar fitting over a U -Shaped tongue On One 
Side frame and the Opposite end of each Spacer 
bar fitting over a corresponding tongue on the 
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crOSS-barS and having end hooks engaging over 
the respective cirOSS-barS. 

4. In a display rack, a pair of Side frames, each 
made from a rod bent to form front and rear 
Uprights, an inclined top bar connecting the tops 
of the uprights, a, base bar connecting the lower 
eIds of the UprightS and eXtending rearWardly 
beyond the rear upright, the extension of the 
base being bent upwardly and forwardly and 
Welded to said rear upright, the lower end of the 
rear upright being welded to said base bar inter 
mediate its ends, croSS-bars Welded to Said front 
and rear uprights, U-shaped tongues olin each 
CrOSS-bar, horizontal Spacer-bars extending be 
tWeen Said frames and at their opposite ends 
fitting over the tongues on the respective cross 
bars, shelves resting on said spacer-bars and 
CrOSS-barS and having hookS at each end engag 
ing over opposite cro:SS-bars. 

5. In a display rack, a pair of side fraimes, each 
made from a rod bent to form front and rear 
li prights, an inclined top bar connecting the tops 
Of the uprights, a, base bar connecting the lower 
ends of the uprights and extending rearwardly 
beyond the rear upright, the extension of the base 
being bent upwardly and forwardly and welded 
to Said rear upright, the lower end of the rear 
upright being welded to said base bar interme 
diate its ends, crOSS-bars welded to said front 
and rear uprights, shelves resting on sa?d cross 
bars and having end hooks engaging over the 
respective croSS-bars, and a back rest adjacent 
the rear edge of each shelf and having hooks 
at each end engaging over the rear uprights. 

6. In a display rack, a pair of side frannes, each 
Ima de from a rod bent to form front aind rear 
uprights, an inclined top bar connecting the tops 
of the uprights, a, base bar connecting the lower 
ends of the uprights and extendiing rearwardly 
beyond the rear upright, the extension of the base 
being bent upwardly and forwardly and welded 
to Said rear upright, the lower end of the rear 
upright being welded to said base bar interme 
diate its ends, cross-bars welded to said front 
and rear uprights, shelves resting on said cross 
bars and having end hooks engaging over the re 
Spective cross-bars, a retainer-bar welded at op 
posite ends to the front and rear uprights above 
each cross-bar, and a back rest adjacent the rear 
edge of each shelf and having hooks at each end 
engaging over the rear uprights. 

7. An integral side frame for a display rack 
comprising a rod bent to form in succession 
Starting at one end a rear upright, an inclined 
tOp bal', a front upright and a base, the base ex 
tending rearwardly from the lower end of the 
front upright beyond the rear upright, the base 
being bent upwardly intermediate its ends and 
Welded to the lower end of the rear upright, the 
rod continuing beyond the base being bent up 
Ward and forward and welided to the rear up 
right intermediate its ends; cross-bars welded 
at Opp0Site ends to the uprights; and retainer 
bars welded to the uprights above the cross 
barS. 

8. An int?gral side frame for a display rack 
COmprising a rod bent to form a rear upright, an 
inclined top bar, a front upright and a base ex 
tending rearwardly from the lower end of the 
front upright beyond the rear upright, the base 
being bent upwardly intermediate its endis and 
Welded to the lower end of the rear upright, the 
eXtension of the base being beint upward and 
forward and welded to the rear upright interme 

othAir Side frame, and shelves resting on said 75 diate its ends; cross-bars welded at opposite ends 
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to the uprights; retainer-bars Welded to the up 
rightS above the crOSS-bars, Said CrOSS-bars haW 
ing U-shaped tongues formed therein. 

9. In a display rack, a pair of side frames each 
having a number of crOSS-bars eXtending from 
front to rear, a U -Shaped tOngle formed On each 
CrOSS-bar, Spacer-bars having their opposite ends 
fitting over corresponding tongues on the two 
frames to hold them. Spaced apart, and shelves 
having hooks at their opposite ends engaging over 
the cross-bars on the respective frames to pre 
Vent their Spreading. 

10. In a display rack, a pair of side frames each 
having front and rear upright bars and spaced 
horizontal cross-bars connecting the front and 
rear bars, U-shaped tOngules on each cross-bar 
projecting laterally toward the opposite frame, 
Spacer-bars for holding said side frames spaced 
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apart, One end of each Spacer-bar fitting over a 
tongue on one side frame and the other end of 
each Spacer-bar fitting over a corresponding 
tongue On the other Side frame, and Shelves rest 
ing on said cross-bars and spacer bars and hav 
ing hooks engaging over Said CrOSS-bars to hold 
said frames from spreading. 

11. In a display rack, a pair of side frames each 
hawing front and rear uprights connected by 
Spaced Cross-bars, each croSS-bar having a U - 
Shaped tongue, spacer-bars, the opposite ends of 
the spacer-bars fitting over opposite U-shaped 
tOngues On the crOSS-barS, Shelves supported at 
their ends on the Opposite cross-bars of the 
frames and having hooks at each end engaging 
oVer the respective crOSS-bars. 
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